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Abstract. Dule is a module system for functional programming lan-
guages, modeled using elementary category theory and straightforwardly
implemented on an simple categorical abstract machine. The focus of
Dule is the ease of maintenance of complete programs at the cost of
marginalizing code-reuse mechanisms. Fine-grained modularization with-
out prohibitive programming overhead is made possible by introducing
mechanisms inspired by category theory, such as default name-driven
sharing and implicit module composition.
In this paper we concentrate on the semantics/implementation of our
module system in the abstract categorical machine, via Simple Cate-
gory of Modules (SCM), where modules are morphisms, signatures are
objects, module composition is SCM composition and categorical do-
main lists module parameters. The construction of SCM from a simple
2-categorical model of the abstract machine provides set-theoretic mod-
els for Dule and ensures that its implementation is independent of the
core language; in particular, it does not require second-order polymor-
phism nor dependent types (nor even function types). SCM is cartesian
and has enough limits to model type sharing; the constructive proof pro-
vides implementation of the related module operations. The semantics
of Dule is compositional and constructive, enabling a straightforward,
faithful implementation that follows and verifies the semantics.

Key words: module systems, type sharing, category theory, semantics
of programming languages, categorical abstract machines

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Modular programming is necessary due to the growing size, complication and the
requirement of modifiability of computer programs. The most useful approach
appears to be the integration of rigorous module systems into high level pro-
gramming languages, as in Standard ML [16] or OCaml [14], with their functor
modules. However, strictly modular programming style, with explicitly defined
modular dependencies, can be sustained only in small programming projects
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written in these languages [10]. In large projects, managing the many layers
of abstraction, introduced with the module hierarchy, turns out to be harder
even than manual tracing of each particular dependency in unstructured code.
Abstract and fine-grained modular programming is cumbersome, because the
headers (e.g., functor module argument headers) to be written are complicated
and module applications often trigger global type sharing errors [20]. When a
module has n parameters, O(n2) potential typing conflicts await at each appli-
cation, making not only creation of modules, but also their maintenance and
reuse very costly.

Another problem is the tension between abstraction, expressiveness and ap-
plicability of a module. In simplification: the more abstract a signature of a
module result is, the easier it is to implement the module, but the harder it is
to use the module, having lost access to it’s concrete properties. Without spe-
cialized module system mechanisms, this global tension can only be solved by
making each module excessively powerful and general so that is has answers for
any conceivable demands.

However, the usual practical approach is to gradually sacrifice abstraction
as the program grows, whereas, especially for ensuring correctness of large pro-
grams, the abstraction is crucial [4]. Especially important is abstracting from
the module’s context; e.g. from the identity of module parameters, as in the
functor-based modular programming style. Unfortunately current module sys-
tems without functors tend to hard-wire dependencies from other modules, at
least revealing their identities or identities of their types and sometimes even the
implementation of the types.

Huge collections of interdependent modules themselves require modulariza-
tion, lest managing the modules becomes as tedious as tending the mass of
individual entities in non-modular programs. Grouping of modules performed
using the mechanism of submodules often overloads the programmer with type
sharing bureaucracy or requires a violation of the abstraction guarantees. Other
solutions, some of them using external tools, such as a file-system, tend to be
cheaper, but are usually very crude and incur the risk of name-space clashes or
even ignore type abstraction.

1.2 The Module System

The Dule project is an experiment in large-scale fine-grained modular program-
ming employing a terse notation based on an elementary categorical model. The
Dule module system remedies the known bureaucratic, debugging and main-
tenance problems of functor-based modular programming (SML, OCaml) by
introducing simple modular operations with succinct notation inspired by the
simplicity of its semantic categorical model and a modularization methodology
biased towards program structuring, rather than code-reuse [1] (the latter is par-
tially supported through an auxiliary layer of the module system, not described
here). The same categorical model and its natural extensions induce an abstract
machine [5] based on their equational theories and inspire novel functional core
language features that sometimes complement nicely the modular mechanisms
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and sometimes are language experiments on their own (not described here either;
see the formal definition of Dule [12]).

The assets of the Dule project are gathered on its homepage at http://www.
mimuw.edu.pl/~mikon/dule.html, where the formal definition of the current
version of the language as well as an experimental compiler with a body of Dule
programs can be obtained. The compiler works adequately, but it still does not
bootstrap and the lack of low-level libraries precludes practical applications.
Various aspects of modular programming in Dule are demonstrated on 10000
lines of fine-grained modular Dule code, including a fine-grained modular rewrite
of the main parts of the compiler itself, but surely much more will be needed to
discover all scaling problems and fine-tune the modularization methodology.

spec DrawChart = DrawChart =

~YearTable ~Picture -> struct

sig value draw =

value draw : Picture.t if YearTable.patents_expired

end then Picture.ok

else Picture.crash

end

Fig. 1. An example signature and module in the full, sugared version of Dule. The
application of the module to its arguments (all of which should be defined earlier, not
shown here) is implicit; notice also the small signature and module headers.

Below we give an overview of the features of the full version of Dule mod-
ule system. We refer the reader to the long informal tutorial of Dule available
from its homepage that accompanies the Dule formal definition for an illustrated
overview. Highlights of Dule:

– module composition with both transparent and non-transparent versions
(the latter is the categorical composition from the semantic model)

– various module grouping mechanisms (including module categorical product
operations)

– no sharing equations (nor ‘with’ clauses nor type abbreviations); default
sharing by names

– no substructures (submodules)
– pseudo-higher-order notation for module signatures (later flattened, because

there are no higher-order modules; however, type dependencies on parame-
ters remain; not discussed here)

– recursive signatures (flattened in a more complex way; not discussed here)
– (co)inductive modules (mutually dependent modules [6] constructed using

inductive types instead of recursive types; not discussed here)
– default implicit module composition
– signatures of transparent functor applications [13] are expressible (actually

all signatures of module operations are expressible)
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– compositional semantics ensures separate compilation
– no references to environments in the semantics ensures the types from module

parameters are abstract; on the other hand the abstraction can be side-
stepped in a controlled way and limited scope, if necessary

– no dependencies between declared core language level entities (all dependen-
cies are expressed through modules)

1.3 The Abstract Machine

The compiler of Dule, after type and signature reconstruction, computes the
semantics of modular programs in the language of our categorical abstract ma-
chine. The semantics, that is the machine code, can then be executed by the
machine, yielding results as expected in a programming language. The elemen-
tary notion of 2-category [11] with products is the categorical model of the
abstract machine. An equational theory of 2-categories is the basis for the typed
combinator reduction engine [7] that powers the machine.

The abstract mathematical model of the machine helped in proving its prop-
erties, in particular type-soundness and confluence. Preserving type information
in the machine language offers many benefits, among them the ability to ver-
ify type-correctness of any received piece of machine code. The machine is very
simple, especially considering that even advanced module operations can be per-
formed exclusively on the machine language module representations, without the
need to consult any additional annotations or modules’ sources.

It is possible to extend the machine (and its mathematical model) with func-
tion types, sum types, inductive and coinductive types and general recursion
(the reduction rules of our basic machine are listed in the Appendix, rules for
the extended machine can be found in Appendix A.1.4 of [12]). The resulting
machine language, with some syntactic sugar and type reconstruction, makes
for an interesting core programming language, making available to the user,
e.g., raw categorical composition (explicit substitution) and rigorously typed
built-in structured (co)recursion. The construction of the module system on top
of the abstract machine carries over to such extensions. The machine can also
be extended to execute fully typed OCaml or Standard ML code. Inversely,
simply typed λ-calculus with products, system F and ML can be presented as
2-categories with products, as needed for modeling our module system. In such
presentations, the vertical composition in the 2-categories would be substitution
and the composition of 1-morphisms would be type instantiation.

For our purposes, let’s define 2-category as comprising of two ordinary cat-
egories and, additionally, a family of categories C(c, e). The first of the two
categories is the underlying category U, that is, the category of objects and 1-
morphisms with the composition of 1-morphisms. Then, for each pair of objects
c, e, there is a category C(c, e) of all 1-morphisms with source c and target
e as objects and all 2-morphisms between them as morphisms with their ver-
tical composition. Horizontal composition yields the category of objects and
2-morphisms H, with the identity on object c equal to the 2-identity on the
1-identity on object c.
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Cat, the category of all (small) categories is an example of a 2-category.
By analogy to Cat we will call objects ’categories’, 1-morphisms ’functors’ and
2-morphisms ’transformations’. The 2-categories that are models of our abstract
machine have a distinguished category (object) * and finite products in the U and
H categories and in all categories C(c, *). If we take Set (the category of sets and
functions) for the distinguished category *, then Cat has all the required prod-
ucts, so it is a model of our abstract machine. We will denote a finite U-product
of categories c1, . . . , cn labeled i1, . . . , in, respectively, by <i1 - c1; . . . ; in - cn>.
Products in C(c, *) will be written {i1 : f1; . . . ; in : fn}.

Below we present our chosen syntax and typing of basic operations of 2-
categories with products, which is also the typing of the combinators of the
abstract machine. The ‘record’ operations that appear below are generalized
labeled tuples. First, we assign the U-source and U-target categories to functors
(which can be seen as types of the core language).

(U-identity)
F ID(c) : c→ c

f : c→ d g : d→ e

f . g : c→ e
(U-composition)

F PR(lc, i) : <i - c; . . . >→ c
(U-projection)

f1 : c→ e1 · · · fn : c→ en

<i1 : f1; . . . ; in : fn> : c→ <i1 - e1; . . . ; in - en>
(U-record)

f1 : c→ * · · · fn : c→ *

{i1 : f1; . . . ; in : fn} : c→ *
(C(c, *)-product)

Now we present the C(c, e)-domains and codomains of transformations (gen-
eralized values of a programming language). Many of the rules below have ad-
ditional, unwritten premises ensuring that the terms that appear in them have
compatible source and target categories. For example, in rule (H-comp) we re-
quire that the target of functor f1 is equal to the source of functor f2.

(H-id)
T ID(c) : F ID(c)→ F ID(c)

t1 : f1 → h1 t2 : f2 → h2

t1 ∗ t2 : f1 . f2 → h1 . h2
(H-comp)

(C(c, *)-id)
(: g) : g → g

t : f → g u : g → h

t . u : f → h
(C(c, *)-comp)

(H-pr)
T PR(lc, i) : F PR(lc, i)→ F PR(lc, i) i : {i : f; . . . } → f

(C(c, *)-pr)
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t1 : f1 → h1 · · · tn : fn → hn

<i1 = t1; . . . ; in = tn> : <i1 : f1; . . . >→ <i1 : h1; . . . >
(H-record)

t1 : f → h1 · · · tn : f → hn

{i1 = t1; . . . ; in = tn} : f → {i1 : h1; . . . ; in : hn}
(C(c, *)-record)

In the rules, many combinators are written in abbreviated form and their no-
tation does not contain all the typing information, e.g., the C(c, *)-projection.
Others are written including full typing annotations, e.g., the H-projection. Later
we may sometimes switch between the abbreviated and not abbreviated nota-
tion. The C(c, *)-composition plays the role of substitution in a programming
language and C(c, *)-projections can be used as variables, but all these opera-
tions are combinators — there are no free variables anywhere — otherwise it
wouldn’t be an abstract machine, but an interpreter.

2 Simple Category of Modules

The heart of my module system is its mathematical model, the Simple Category
of Modules (SCM), which can be based on any 2-category with products that
models the core language to be used inside modules (and induces an implemen-
tation of the core language on the categorical abstract machine corresponding to
the 2-category) . Consequently, no dependent products or sums [18] or second-
order polymorphism [2] or even function types are needed for the construction
of SCM nor of the operations of the module system, to be presented in the next
section. The construction of Simple Category of Modules (SCM) should look
quite intuitive to a programmer with a minimal categorical background. The
objects of this category are module signatures and the morphisms are modules
themselves.

struct

value draw =

if YearTable.patents expired

then Picture.ok

else Picture.crash

end

{YearTable;
Picture}

sig

value draw : Picture.t

end

-

Fig. 2. Objects and morphisms in SCM.

The domain of a module is the signature of its parameters and the codomain is
the result signature of the module. The identity morphism of SCM is the identity
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module and the composition is the operation of supplying implementation of
parameters to a module. Other kinds of module composition are categorically
definable, as will be shown later.

Mod1

Sign1 Sign2
-

Mod2

Sign3
-

Fig. 3. Composition in SCM.

Categorical products model parameters (for example, the domain of a module
is usually the product of signatures of parameter modules) allowing the program-
mer to express a kind of ’module variables’ as projections in SCM. Moreover there
is enough equalizers (limits) in SCM to model type sharing specifications. Com-
plex limits built using equalizers model type sharing among parameter modules
and also between parameters and the result signature. The kind of equalizers to
be used for the semantics of our module language has a simple construction in
SCM.

Now we will proceed with the formal definition of SCM. For the rest of this
paper let us fix an arbitrary 2-category with products. Objects and morphisms
of the SCM will be built from the morphisms of the fixed 2-category. Since
the category can be, in particular, Cat with * equal to Set, SCM has a set-
theoretic semantics [17] and the signatures and modules can be thought of as
(quite complex but not higher-order) functions. Our account here is somewhat
simplified. For a completely strict and detailed account see [12].

2.1 Objects and morphisms

Objects of SCM are called signatures and are defined as follows.

Definition 1 A functor f : <i1 - c1; . . . ; ik - ck> → * of the fixed 2-
category is a signature if it can be presented as {i1 : f1; . . . ; in : fn} for
some categories lc = i1 - c1; . . . ; ik - ck and functors lf = f1, . . . , fn :
<i1 - c1; . . . ; ik - ck>→ *. The indexed list of categories lc is called the type
part of f , while the indexed list lf is called the value part of f .

This simple form of signatures resembles the syntax of simple Standard ML
or OCaml signatures where lc would correspond to names of types and lf to
types of values in module signature. In general, beside the names of types, lc
will usually contain names and kinds of parameter modules with nested names
of types (in our syntax for base module signatures the information about pa-
rameters is represented and passed around in so-called context signatures, see
Section 3.1 below). Also, when f is the signature of a group (record) of modules,
lf is an indexed list of types of value parts of the modules, as defined below. Re-
gardless of the details of the programming mechanisms, our 2-category product
operations are enough to capture the diversity with one categorical notion.
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Definition 2 A module is a triple of a functor f, a transformation t and a
signature s such that there is a signature r satisfying the following conditions:

1. f : src r → src s
2. t : r → f . s

where src produces the source category of a functor and the dot in the second
condition is the U-composition. The (uniquely determined) signature r is the
categorical domain of the above module seen as a morphism of SCM and the
signature s is the categorical codomain (also uniquely determined, because given
in the triple). Functor f is called the type part of the module and t is called the
value part.

We will use the notation m : r → s to mark the categorical domain and
the categorical codomain of module m in SCM. Concrete examples of triples
constituting modules are given below.

2.2 Identity and composition

The identity module on signature s in SCM is the triple (F_ID(c), (: s), s),
where category c is the source of s. So, for example, an identity on an empty
signature will be (F_ID(<>), (: {}), {}).

Composition in SCM is the operation of supplying implementation of pa-
rameters to a module. Let us look at the OCaml code from the Dule compiler
that generates the abstract machine code for the module composition operation
m_Comp. The code should be self-explanatory except for f_COMP f1 f2, which is
an abstract syntax notation for U-composition written f1 . f2 in our concrete
syntax, t_FT f1 t2, which is the multiplication from the left by a functor f1,
that is H-composition (: f1) ∗ t2 and t_comp t1 it2, which is the composition
of transformations t1 . it2.

let m_Comp m1 m2 = (* : r1 -> s2 *)
let f1 = Dule.type_part m1 (* : r1 -> s1 *) in
let t1 = Dule.value_part m1 in
let f2 = Dule.type_part m2 (* : r2 -> s2 *) in
let t2 = Dule.value_part m2 in
let f = f_COMP f1 f2 in (* s1 = r2 *)
let it2 = t_FT f1 t2 in
let t = t_comp t1 it2 in
let s2 = Dule.codomain m2 in
Dule.pack (f, t, s2)

The following drawing shows the domains and codomains of the transfor-
mations appearing in the code of m_Comp, according to Definition 2. Transfor-
mations are here depicted by arrows. U-compositions are denoted by horizontal
bars (double minuses).
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t1 f1 t2 f2 t f1
r1 ------> -- r2 ------> -- r1 -----> --

s1 s2 f2
--
s2

The drawing below illustrates the value part of the result of module com-
position. H-composition is here represented by placing the first transformation
above the second. Vertical composition is represented by sharing a common
domain/codomain. Transformation (: f1) is the identity on f1.

(: f1)
t1 f1 ------> f1

r1 ------> -- --
f2

s1 ------> -- s1 = r2
t2 s2

Modularly speaking: m_Comp instantiates the values of m2 with the concrete
implementation of the types given in m1 and then applies the instantiated pro-
cedure to the values of m1. Consider the following composition written in the
concrete syntax of our module language (to be defined shortly):

{M = :: {} -> sig type t1 value v1 : t1 end
struct type t1 = {} value v1 = {} end}

.
:: {M : sig type t1 value v1 : t1 end} ->

sig value v2 : M.t1 end
struct value v2 = M.v1 end

When the generated machine code is executed by the abstract machine, the
implementation of value v2, which is the composition of projections M.v1, is
multiplied from the left by the implementation of the types of the first module,
that is

<M : <t1 :{}>>

resulting again in the composition of projections. The composition is then ver-
tically composed (as the second operand) with the implementation of values of
the first module, that is

{M : {v1 = {}}}

resulting in transformation {}, which is the value of v2 in the outcome module.
After some more computation, the result of composition is seen to be ex-

pressible in our module language, using the mechanism of context signatures
(the signatures written just after sig, automatically reconstructed in full Dule,
see Section 3.1 below) to retain the signature M, as follows.
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:: {} ->
sig {M : sig type t1 value v1 : t1 end}
value v2 : M.t1

end
struct value v2 = {} end

Theorem 3 The above definitions of SCM constituents determine a category,
where signatures are objects, modules are morphisms and m_Comp is the compo-
sition.

Proof. The domains and codomains of modules are well defined. The equalities
about identity as the neutral element of composition follow promptly from the
properties of identities in 2-categories. The associativity of composition is easy
to establish, again using the properties of 2-categories.

2.3 Products

Products are necessary in our model to give semantics to modules that depend
on many arguments. It turns out that SCM has (labeled) products.

Theorem 4 Simple Category of Modules is cartesian.

The proof (that we omit) is constructive, by defining in OCaml, similarly
as we defined m_Comp, module operations of product of signatures, projection
module and record module. The three operations are well defined; in particular
when given correct operands they produce signatures and modules as required
in Definition 1 and 2.

Once we have products, we can easily model in SCM a module system similar
to the one of Standard ML but with no sharing requirements. Sharing require-
ments are used in modular programming to ensure that certain types, possibly
appearing in distant modules, are equal. In a framework enabling abstraction,
such as ours, guarantees of type equality are crucial to enable inter-operation
between modules. In particular, sharing equations allow programmers to solve
the diamond import problem, that is, express and automatically verify that two
types coming from different two modules are compatible, because they originally
come from a single module used to construct the two. However, sharing can be
difficult to model. In particular, the ordinary labeled products of SCM do not
suffice for this task.

2.4 Equalizers

Pullback of signatures (categorical limit of diagrams consisting of morphisms
with a common codomain) is a good model of a signature of a pair of modules
with some sharing between the two. Consider the following example, in which we
write ‘sharing type’ to mark an ad hoc notation for a sharing equation that, in
this case, requires two product types to be equal (and if the product operation
is injective in the fixed 2-category, then M1.t is equal to M2.t and M2.u is equal
to {}).
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{M1 : sig type t end;
M2 : sig type t type u end;
sharing type
{t : M1.t; u : {}}
= {t : M2.t; u : M2.u}}

Such a signature can be interpreted as a pullback of two morphisms (modules)
from signatures M1 and M2, respectively, to a common target (e.g., signature
sig type c end). The morphisms determine the types to be identified. The
first of the morphisms could look as follows:

struct type c = {t : M1.t; u : {}} end

and the second as follows:

struct type c = {t : M2.t; u : M2.u} end

However, pullbacks are not adequate for a similar task in case of many signa-
tures. A sharing requirement may refer to components that are absent in some
of the (possibly numerous) signatures, while the pullback construction is based
on diagrams with morphisms from all the objects. We could overcome the prob-
lem by considering multiple sharing equations and adding a trivial equation for
each signature absent from the main equation, but there are more elegant and
efficient solutions.

A pullback of given morphisms can be constructed as an equalizer (categorical
limit of a diagram of morphisms with the same domains and codomains; here
generalized from two morphisms to a family of morphisms) of the morphisms
prefixed with projections [19]. The projections come from the product of sources
of the morphisms. This representation is valid for the labeled pullbacks as well,
and involves labeled products and equalizers. If we allow the equalizer to be
taken of a smaller family than the one used in the product, we can capture the
sharing of components of only the chosen signatures. In fact, this construction is
just the construction of the general limit of a diagram ([15], Theorem V.2.1). It
turns out that a product of signatures with some sharing is just the categorical
limit of the diagram formed by all the signatures and the morphisms representing
the sharing requirement.

Let’s suppose we are to represent categorically a collection of five signatures
with a type shared among three of them.

{M1 : sig value v : {} end;
M2 : sig type t end;
M3 : sig type t end;
M4 : sig type u type w end;
M5 : sig type t end;
sharing type
M2.t = M3.t = M5.t}

First, we can represent the types to be shared as three morphisms (t2, t3, t5,
in this case just identities) into a common target T. Then, to construct the limit,
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we take the product of the five signatures and compose the respective projections
(pi2, pi3, pi5) with the three morphisms. The equalizer of the family of the
three compositions is the sought limit signature P.

pi1
M1 -----> M1
x pi2 t2
M2 -----> M2 ----____

equalizer x pi3 \
P -----------> M3 -----> M3 ---------> T

x pi4 t3 __/
M4 -----> M4 __/
x pi5 __/ t5
M5 -----> M5

If there are several sharing equations, the sought signature is again the limit
of the diagram, this time containing several families of morphisms, each shar-
ing a codomain. In the construction using product and equalizer, the equalizers
representing consecutive sharing equations have to be composed. For a formal-
ization of the main concepts see Section 5.1.4 of [12]. Here we only cite the result
that has a constructive proof that guides the implementation of type sharing in
our module system.

Lemma 5 Let us fix an SCM over an arbitrary 2-category. For each categor-
ical diagram in the SCM representing sharing requirement between whole type
parts (the collections of all types) of modules, if the type names agree, a product
signature with sharing represented by the diagram exists.

In our module system we will apply a variant of the whole type parts sharing
requirements, in which the modules to be equated are determined by names of
nested signatures contained in a product. The sharing should take place between
type parts of module signatures having the same labels. For instance, the fol-
lowing signature (featuring context signatures, as described in the next section)
requires values M1.v1 and M2.v2 to have the same type.

{M1 : sig {M : sig type c end} type t1 value v1 : M.c end;
M2 : sig {M : sig type c end} value v2 : M.c end}

In the following example, type M.c occurring in three context signatures and
one main signature of the product will be shared in all four main signatures.

{M1 : sig {M : sig type c end} type t1 end;
M2 : sig {M : sig type c end} end;
M3 : sig {M : sig type c end} value v : M.c end;
M : sig type c end}

The context signature of M1 indicates that M is imported into M1, or rather
that module M1 is supposed to be built from M. The name M, assigned to one of
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the main signatures of the product, is interpreted as marking the same module
that was used in construction of M1. The module M is, in this particular case,
required to be provided separately as the fourth component of module record,
perhaps to be used for building other modules later on.

Our operation, equating whole type parts of modules with the same names,
has the same syntax as for the ordinary labeled product, as no explicit sharing
specifications need to be written (notice the absence of explicit ‘sharing type’
requirements in the above examples). The operation will be called product with
name-driven sharing or (ambiguously but succinctly) just product. Every prod-
uct with name-driven sharing is a categorical limit of a simple sharing diagram
and can be constructed as a composition of a number of equalizers of whole type
parts of modules (slightly generalized to allow nesting), taken on the product of
signatures. The operations of projection with name-driven sharing and record
with name-driven sharing are expressible in an analogous way using the opera-
tions of the ordinary product and the equalizer. The proof of Lemma 5 shows
how to construct the equalizer operations using the abstract machine code.

3 Semantics/Implementation of the Module System

After constructing and analyzing the SCM we use it to develop a module system
— a programming-oriented language for SCM (though without signature recon-
struction and syntactic sugar it is not yet user-friendly, see [12] for that). If we
fix a 2-category for the core language, we can construct the unique SCM built
upon that 2-category. Our module system is an extension of the SCM (treated
as a partial algebra) by several module operations, most of which are partial.
The carriers are not extended and we don’t need any additional assumptions on
the core language, in particular we do not require function types.

The semantics of our module system is compositional and environment-free,
which implies that the modules may be compiled separately. The correctness
and the result of a given module operation depend only on the target code
(SCM morphisms, abstract machine code) obtained from the operands, so the
original source code can be compiled only once and then forgotten. The lack
of any environments also ensures that module parameters are abstract. Upon
supplying arguments the abstraction can be retained or overcome, depending on
the operations used (composition vs. instantiation).

3.1 Basic operations

We start an overview of the typing and semantics of operations of our mod-
ule system. In the typing rules we do not formulate additional definedness side
conditions, hence the rules do not completely capture definedness properties of
the operations. They only indicate whether a raw term belongs to the language
and what its domain and codomain are. The complete definedness conditions
are given and discussed in detail in the formal definition of Dule [12], where also
the abstract machine code for the operations is given.
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In the formal definition we also argue that each case of partiality of any of
the modular operations corresponds to a class of modular programming errors.
We prove that the semantics of the operations is well defined; in particular,
their results belong to the set of objects and morphisms of the SCM. We check
that the declared parameter and result signatures of modules coincide with SCM
domains and codomains of the morphisms the module expressions denote. The
proofs are straightforward, if long, because they were constructed alongside the
construction of the semantics. The proof of well-definedness of the semantics of
the module language constitutes a major part of the proof of correctness of the
Dule compiler.

Here are the rules for the already defined identity and composition operations
and for base modules that use elements available from an argument satisfying
signature r to define core language types and values as specified in s.

(identity)
(: s) : s→ s

m1 : r1 → s m2 : s→ s2
m1 . m2 : r1 → s2

(composition)

s = sig r′ type i . . . value j : f . . . end

(:: r -> s struct type i = g . . . value j = t . . . end) : r → s
(base)

Signatures of the same form as s, in the last rule, are called base signatures
and r′ inside them can specify less components than the corresponding r. Such
r′, occurring inside s, is called a context signature, on which types of values
in s may depend (if r is {}, it is usually omitted in writing; in sugared Dule
syntax r disappears altogether). Base signatures can be viewed as products with
name-driven sharing (as defined in the next subsection) of micro-signatures f, . . .,
while base modules are isomorphic to records with name-driven sharing of micro-
modules that only define one type or one value.

3.2 Cartesian structure

As told in Section 2.3, SCM is cartesian, which enables parameterization by
named modules. Inside a modular expression with product domain the parameter
modules are treated as ‘locally’ abstract. When several module expressions are
put within a module record with a product domain, they all share the same
locally abstract arguments. However, this abstraction does not prevent specifying
equalities between individual types.

For the semantics of our module system we choose to employ implicit sharing
of whole type parts of modules, determined by names of components, as illus-
trated in Section 2.3. When signatures are grouped in a product, all top-level
context types (types inherited from context signatures) with the same name are
to be shared. In the result, top level type components of a product of signa-
tures are the sets of types defined in the signatures themselves indexed by the
signature names, together with all their context types.

This particular merger of labeled product and equalizer, will be called prod-
uct with name-driven sharing, or just product. The notation for the operations
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is the same as for the ordinary labeled categorical product. This setup results
in concise syntax, with somewhat limited expressiveness, which is recoverable
with the help of instantiation operation (e.g., to rename module parameters)
described later on.

i : {i : r; . . . } → r
(projection)

m1 : r → s1 · · · mn : r → sn

{i1 = m1; . . . ; in = mn} : r → {i1 : s1; . . . ; in : sn}
(record)

Whenever the product operations are defined, they satisfy all the equalities
required of a categorical product. Moreover, whenever they are undefined their
signature operands show that the programmer tried to impose a contradicting
sharing requirement, or their module operands show that the programmer vio-
lated the sharing requirements he had imposed earlier.

Observation 6 The product signature with the projection modules form a cat-
egorical cone over the diagram of sharing requirement representing name-driven
sharing among the product operands.

3.3 Specialization, instantiation and trimming

There are two modular operations: instantiation and trimming, that have no
clear categorical meaning in the context of SCM, though they have a simple
mathematical definition in terms of 2-categories with products.

(instantiation)
m1 : r1 → s m2 : s→ s2
m1 | m2 : r1 → m1 | s2

m1 : r1 → s1
m1 :> r2 : r1 → r2

(trimming)

The operation m1 | s2 specializes signature s2 to a narrower field of use
— restricted to the types of module m1. The operation m1 | m2 instantiates
module m2 so that it has more concretely defined manner of operation and more
strictly specified field of operation, determined by module m1.

The instantiation operates on the value parts of operand modules in exactly
the same way as the module composition m_Comp does. Yet instantiation is not a
good candidate for an alternative composition in SCM: it is not always defined
even if codomain of the first operand agrees with the domain of the second. A
second phenomenon differentiating instantiation from composition is that the
codomain of the whole operation may differ from the codomain of the second
operand. This implies that instantiation is not associative.

Despite not having the pleasant properties of composition, instantiation has
a profound programming meaning. While composition corresponds to non-trans-
parent functor application [8], where arguments are used as tools only, instan-
tiation corresponds to transparent application [13], where arguments specialize
the output signature of the functor.
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The trimming operation performs a coercion of a module to a given signature.
If necessary, some type and value components of an operand module are removed,
and only those mentioned in the operand signature remain. Ideally trimming
should be absent from the language, but it is indispensable when we want to
present an instantiated module as if it had not been instantiated. Moreover,
when a larger module is used in a role of a smaller one, trimming relieves the
user from writing the interface module.

3.4 Linking

The linking operation is the Dule standard way of supplying modules with argu-
ments. It is defined (just as two other, simpler grouping operations, omitted here
due to space constraints) using the already described operations of our module
system. This witnesses the power of the system, as well as greatly simplifies
proving properties of linking — in particular, the proof of its well-definedness
and the adequacy of its declared domains and codomains.

m1 : {ik1 : sk1; . . . ; j1 : r1; . . . } → s1
...

mn : {ikn
: skn

; . . . ; jn : rn; . . . } → sn

link {i1 = m1; . . . ; in = mn} :
{j1 : r1; . . . ; jn : rn; . . . } → {i1 : s1; . . . ; in : sn}

(linking)

The domains of linking operands have to be product signatures, and needn’t
be strictly equal to each other. It suffices if there are equal components at the
same labels. The domains may contain components not present in the domain of
the whole linking expression but each of these has to be a codomain of one of the
operand modules, indexed by the name of the module. These components will
not be left over in the domain of the linking operation, but will be the places at
which compositions with other operands occur immediately. Like in the module
record operation, the codomain of the linking expression is just the product of
codomains of all operand modules.

The linking operation eases the grouping of modules (already enabled by the
module record operation) that alleviates the need for submodules, as known from
conventional module systems. The linking operation fits well with our choice of
sharing mechanism. The module product operation assumes that components
with the same names are shared, while the linking operation assumes parame-
ters are implemented by modules of the same names. Inside linking expression,
supplying implementation of the parameters is automatically performed with
multiple compositions and the user is free from writing the compositions by
hand. There is also no need to artificially introduce submodules for the purpose
of specifying their sharing with others; together with implicit composition this
greatly reduces common modular bureaucracy. Linking facilitates naming and
applying modules, but the language remains first-order, readily compilable to the
abstract machine language and the implementation avoids copying or storing the
source code of modules.
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Appendix: Abstract Machine Execution

Below, we abuse notation, writing multiplications by a functor, that is horizontal
compositions with C(c, e)-identity, without the identity term constructor, as in
f ∗ <i = u; . . . >, which is intended to mean T_id(f) ∗ <i = u; . . . >. Our abstract
machine executes machine code by combinator reduction as follows, where we
list the reduction rules for functors first.

f . F_ID(d)→ f (1)
F_ID(c) . g → g (2)
f . (g1 . g2)→ (f . g1) . g2 (3)

<i : fi; . . . > . F_PR(ld , i)→ fi (4)
f . <i : g; . . . >→ <i : f . g; . . . > (5)
f . {i : g; . . . }→ {i : f . g; . . . } (6)

Below are the reduction rules for transformations.

f ∗ <i = u; . . . >→ <i = f ∗ u; . . . > (7)
f ∗ T_id(g)→ T_id(f . g) (8)
f ∗ (u1 . u2)→ (f ∗ u1) . (f ∗ u2) (9)
t ∗ F_ID(d)→ t (10)
t ∗ (f . g)→ (t ∗ f) ∗ g (11)

<i = ti; . . . > ∗ F_PR(ld , i)→ ti (12)
T_id(f) ∗ F_PR(ld , i)→ T_id(f . F_PR(ld , i)) (13)
(t1 . t2) ∗ F_PR(ld , i)→ (t1 ∗ F_PR(ld , i)) . (t2 ∗ F_PR(ld , i)) (14)

t ∗ <i : g; . . . >→ <i = t ∗ g; . . . > (15)
T_ID(c)→ T_id(F_ID(c)) (16)

T_PR(lc, i)→ T_id(F_PR(lc, i)) (17)
t . T_id(g)→ t (18)
T_id(f) . t→ t (19)
t . (u1 . u2)→ (t . u1) . u2 (20)

{i = ti; . . . } . T_pr(lg , i)→ ti (21)
t . {i = u; . . . }→ {i = t . u; . . . } (22)

f ∗ T_pr(i : g; . . . , j)→ T_pr(i : f . g; . . . , j) (23)
f ∗ {i = u; . . . }→ {i = f ∗ u; . . . } (24)

t ∗ u→ (f ∗ u) . (t ∗ h) (25)


